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Executive Summary

Market size and
growth

• The North American fire protection products market is the largest globally, accounting for almost XX% of
the global market. Multiple sources estimate the North American market for products to be $XX bn
• While estimates for the Services and Installation market in North America is unavailable, it is estimated to
be XX the products market globally
• The industry is expected to register sustained growth in the near and medium term as construction picks
up and adoption within the residential segment grows as a result of increasing regulatory oversight

Demand Drivers

• The residential sector represents the biggest growth opportunity, accounting for more than three-fourths
of structure fires in the US, XX% of fire related injuries and XX% of monetary losses
• Expansion in the ambit of building codes, especially related to single and double family homes has acted
as a growth catalyst for fire protection devices and service providers
• Growth in commercial office construction and growing scrutiny of fire safety provisions in industrial
sectors such as oil and gas, chemicals and wind energy has led to greater demand

Competition and
Investment

• There is a strong push towards expanding capabilities to present integrated solutions to customers.
Manufacturers and integrators are actively pursuing forward integration opportunities to lock onto
service revenues which are more long term and recurring in nature, critical since the sales cycle is long
• Given that the fire safety industry in the US is essentially a fragmented one, consolidation is a common
industry phenomenon with a variety of strategic and financial investors rapidly acquiring companies that
fit into their strategic plans

Trends and
Outlook

• The market is currently undergoing a transition wherein fire safety products are no longer viewed in
isolation but rather a part of the “connected home” or “smart home” concept in which focus is shifting
from device hardware to software and communications network. This has triggered the emergence of
new players
• Modern construction techniques and materials have increased fire risk prompting the need for more
robust fire detection and suppression systems
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Market Overview
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Market Background
U.S. Fire Incidents and Property Damage (2010-2015)
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• On a long term basis, fire incidents in the US have
significantly declined, by more than XX% in the last three
decades, primarily as a result of better building practices,
stringent fire safety norms and sophisticated fire
detection and suppression systems
• Fire incidences have however been on an upward trend in
the last three years, primarily as result of increasing
construction activity, wildfires etc.
• The damage to property has also subsequently spiked by
XX% YoY to touch $XX billion in 2015

Direct Property Damage

U.S. Fire Incidents by Property Type (2015)
Residential
Outside and
, XX%
other, XX%

Outside
and other,
XX%

Residential
, XX%

Vehicle,
XX%

Vehicle,
XX%

Nonresidential,
XX%

By Volume, Total = XX million
Source: NFPA
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Nonresidential,
XX%

• Residential structure fires have accounted for more than
three-fourths of structure fires in the US, one and two
family homes being the largest constituent (XX%),
primarily due to relatively lower regulatory oversight
• Non-residential structure fires, encompassing the
commercial and industrial segments, have accounted for
XX% of property damages by value, inspite of having a
share of only XX% of all fire incidents in the US in 2015

By Value, Total = $XX billion

Note: All fires excluding Outside and Vehicle are classified as Structure Fires
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Fire Safety Market Size - Global and North America
Asia
XX%

Installation
& Service
XX%

Latam Pacific
XX% XX%

Middle East
& Africa
XX%

Global
Products
XX%

North
America
XX%

Europe
XX%

Global fire safety products market - $XX billion

Global fire safety market - $XX billion

$ billion

North America accounts for XX% of the global fire safety products market, which implies a market size of $XX billion in 2015.
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XX

XX

XX

2015

2016

2017

2018

XX

XX

2019

2020

An alternate source estimates the same market to be $XX billion and estimated to grow at a CAGR of XX% between 2015 and 2020.
Source: Tyco ICR - Susquehanna Financials, PR Newswire
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Market Share – Global Fire Products and Installation & Service
Global fire products market

Global fire products installation & services

Tyco
XX%

Tyco
XX%
Others
XX%

Honeywell
XX%
UTC
XX%
3M
XX%

Others
XX%

UTC
XX%
Stanley Black
& Decker
XX%
Honeywell
XX%
Siemens
XX%

MSA Safety
XX%

Total Market - $XX billion

Total Market - $XX billion

• Global Fire Products and Installation & Service market is highly fragmented with the top five players accounting for XX% and
XX% market share respectively. Rest of the market is dominated by smaller regional and local players
• This is evident from the large variety of players, mostly having localized presence, operating in the services side of the market
• Fragmentation has also triggered a shift towards consolidation among larger players, who look to either expand their
capabilities portfolio, enter new geographies and access new client bases

Source: Tyco ICR - Susquehanna Financials, PR Newswire
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Value Chain and Life Cycle
Systems
Sales
Market Size

Design

Installation

Service

$XX bn globally

$XX bn globally

Lifecycle

1-3 years

20+ years

Nature of
revenue

Non-iterative

High margin and iterative

Key Success
Factors

Players

Project
Selectivity
Discipline

Product
Domain
Expertise

Leveraging
Global
Expertise

OEMs, Dealers, Fire safety engineering cos.,
EPCs
Distributors

Breadth of services
Quality of service
Customer Relationship
Pure play service providers, commercial
fire services arms of construction cos.

Integrated Players

Source: Tyco ICR – UBS, Alchemy Research Analysis
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Demand Drivers
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Focus on Residential Fire Protection (1/3)
US housing starts
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• US housing starts has a consistent growth rate which demands for more
fire protection products across the residential segment
• Residential property similarly scores high in terms of fire-related injuries
(XX%) and monetary losses (XX%)
• Notably, there are perceptions that the reported data may be an
underestimate, because often timely fire detection in homes goes
unreported
• Prima facie, the penetration of fire detection and/or suppression systems
is high in this segment. For instance, FEMA’s estimates suggest that
nationally only XX% of households lack smoke alarms. Yet, an in-depth
look suggests significant scope

0
2010

2011

2014

2015

2016

Identified scope of expanding coverage
Unoccupied residential
buildings

• Only XX% of all non-confined fires in unoccupied residential buildings were reported as having operational
smoke alarms

Missing detection
systems in existing
property

• Smoke alarms have been found to be missing in between XX% and XX% of the non-confined residential
building fires. These are incidence of fires that FEMA regards as carrying potential to spread and cause
fatality

Inadequate automatic
extinguishing systems

• Estimates suggest that such systems (sprinklers being the most prevalent) were reported as present in only
XX% of reported incidences in confined building fires. For the non-confined fires, this stood at XX%

Incremental housing
property

• Builders anticipate strong sales, with mortgage rates rising to over 2-year highs (as of December 2016)
• The housing market is expected to rebound as homebuilding jumped to XX% over the period of January 2016.
Future construction permits jumped to XX% to a rate of XX million units, the highest level since November
2015

Source: Usfa.fema.gov
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Focus on Residential Fire Protection (2/3)
There is a realisation that the traditional solutions, despite their role, may not be enough to check the casualties
Obsolete or degraded
systems

• Existing installed base of detection/suppression systems are overdue for upgrades. As per industry sources,
many are over 20-year old. NFPA’s studies attest to this fact, through one of their studies confirming that
XX% of the smoke alarms were reported to be out of order in the reported fire incidents

Interconnected systems

• As per NFPA’s reports, interconnected alarms and detection systems enable all alarms to go off in case of an
incidence, so that the warning sound reaches throughout the home. The deployment has so far limited to a
miniscule share of the homes
• Increasingly, options such as Wireless Inteconnect help obviate expensive and time consuming retrofits and
yet conform to statutory requirements

Smart Home Systems

• Wide range of devices and technologies like smart smoke and fire detectors that sends notifications to
smartphones, smart stovetop devices using motion sensing technology, panic buttons, infrared monitoring
sensors for automated dialing, notifications and SOS requests and other applications that are integrated with
other home appliances falls under this category
• Facilitate the fire department to undertake the rescue operations in a more effective and efficient manner
• According to Statista, the number of smart home households in the US will grow from XX million in 2015 to
XX million by 2020

Water mist

• The use of water mist fire suppression systems, in comparison to other gaseous agents and traditional
sprinkler systems, have revealed advantages in terms of immediate activation, high efficiency, limited water
loss and no toxic problems
• Water mist systems can be employed in every setting where an excessive water sprinkling has to be avoided;
like archives, areas with electric wires or cables, etc. for its most effectiveness due to better cooling and
oxygen displacement capabilities
• Primarily used for commercial and industrial segments; nowadays water mist technologies are also used in
the residential fire protection segment

Source: Usfa.fema.gov, NFPA
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Focus on Residential Fire Protection (3/3)
Policy and regulatory standards have led to the evolution of the market, with varying impact on different market segments

Timeline of building codes pertaining to fire protection

2016

• XX US states mandate norms requiring Carbon Monoxide
detection systems in buildings with sleeping areas

2015

• The Maryland Department of Housing and Community
Development adopted the 2015 International Residential
Code, including its requirement for automatic fire sprinklers in
new, one- and two- family dwellings

2011

• All new residences are required to have automatic fire
sprinklers in Washington DC and California
• All new homes come under the ambit of building codes

2009

• All townhouses come under the ambit of building codes

2006

• The requirement of installing fire sprinklers in all homes was
included under NFPA codes

Latest initiatives

Emergency
Communication
Options

Low Frequency
Sounders

It is amply evident that the NFPA’s focus has
been on minimising residential fire deaths and
losses, by bringing single and double family
homes within the ambit of building codes,
followed by stringent norms on provision for
CO detection and fire suppression systems.
While the adoption level varies significantly
across states, these measures have acted as a
catalyst for the fire protection industry. Focus
on new technologies has also driven changes in
product portfolio and service capabilities

Source: NFPA
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State Level Analysis of relative risk of fire
Maine has a high risk rating of
XX, partially due to no state-wide
requirement to install sprinklers
in new homes.
Maryland has implemented
norms requiring all new homes
to have sprinklers pre-installed
which has resulted in relatively
low risk of XX

Mississippi has a high risk rating of
XX because the law doesn't allow
jurisdiction to adopt sprinkler
requirements
Relative Risk across Unites States
High Risk

> XX

Moderate Risk

XX to <XX

Low Risk

XX to <XX

California has relatively low risk XX
which is again attributed to the
mandatory implementation of fire
sprinkler requirements in all new
home construction

Note: Relative risk was not computed for Hawaii, Idaho, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Vermont and Wyoming due to very small numbers of fire deaths
(fewer than 10)

Source: U.S. Fire Administration
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Competitive Landscape
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Competitive Landscape: Highlights
Market Leaders straddle the entire value
chain

Backward and forward integration are
commonplace

Market leaders, have acquired capabilities across
the value chain, primarily through inorganic means,
in order to function as an integrated fire safety
solutions provider. The shift from manufacturing
towards distribution and services has been guided
by the need to preserve margins as well as lock on
lucrative and recurring service revenues

Niche players are expanding capabilities, especially
within the installation and services domain.
Increasing competition has led to pressure on
margins, and diversified capabilities are seen to
offset this threat, at least partially. Consequently,
dealers, design and installation companies are
buying service companies and vice versa

Majority of dealers offer installation and
other services

Maintenance and Inspection are the most
popular service offerings

Analysing our sample set of XX dealers, installers
and service providers, it was evident that majority
of dealers offer design, installation and other
services. One objective is to transform cash flow
from non-iterative sales to iterative and high margin
services which is long term. The second is to build
long term relationships through service support,
which is not always possible in a typical equipment
sales transaction

Again, from our analysis of XX dealers, installers and
service providers, inspection seems to be the most
popular service offering followed by maintenance,
offered by more than XX% of the players analysed.
Inspections are assuming greater importance due to
stringent regulations. Similarly, a large stock of
legacy fire protection systems are up for upgrade
and this will involve maintenance as users are
unlikely to opt for a massive overhaul

Source: Alchemy Research Analysis
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Competitive Landscape: Snapshot
Product: OEMs, Dealers

Integrators: Design,
Installation

Integrated

Manufacturing
+
Installation

Design,
Installation
+
Service

Commercial Fire
Safety Arms of
Construction Cos.
Source: Company Websites, Alchemy Research Analysis
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Services: Maintenance,
Inspection, Retrofit etc.

Competitive Landscape: Dealers, Installers and Service Providers
Product Sales

Design + Installation

Diversified
Dealers

Dealers with
no services

Dealers with
Installation
Services

Installation +
other service
providers
Source: Company Websites, Alchemy Research Analysis
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Services

Investment Scenario
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Investment Scenario: Highlights
Given the fragmented nature of the fire protection industry, it is natural to expect market consolidation through the inorganic
route, as companies look to expand into new geographies, acquire new client accounts and also create platforms that will propel
growth in the short to medium term. The following trends are visible from investment activity:

Home Security Cos.
expanding fire safety
portfolio

Market leaders are still
consolidating

• Companies such as ADS Security have made XX acquisitions in the last 3 years, in order to expand their
geographic footprint, expand their offerings platform and also grow their client and employee base
• While the majority of the acquisition targets are diversified players offering security, monitoring and
surveillance services besides fire protection, United Security System’s acquisition of Absolute Fire and
Safety and Koorsen Fire & Security’s purchase of Northern Fire Equipment indicates security firms’
interest in expanding their fire safety capabilities
• Tyco, Honeywell and UTC have been in consolidation mode, acquiring smaller players while being on
the lookout for the mega deal. Honeywell’s abortive acquisition offer is a case in point, which was
rejected by UTC citing regulatory concerns
• Honeywell has made significant acquisitions (Xtralis, RSI Video Technologies) since then while UTC,
through its independent subsidiary Red Hawk Fire Security (acquired in 2012), has acquired three
companies in the last 12 months

Financial investors are
actively pursuing deals

• Super-regional security provider Guardian Alarm was acquired by NY-based PE firms, Certares LP and
Vanwall Holdings in March 2017. Apollo Global Management acquired home security firm ADT Corp.
for $XX billion, in 2016’s biggest LBO deal. They had also acquired ASG Security and combined it with
Protection 1, another acquisition in 2015
• Additional key deals highlighting financial investors are set out in Page 30

Focus on full service
fire safety firms as
acquisition targets

• Full service fire safety firms have been in the focus as acquisition targets, especially in Q1 2017, as
acquirers look to build up scale and expertise across a broad selection of capabilities, encompassing
distribution, design, installation and services
• W. W. Gay Fire & Integrated Systems, Alarm Tech Solutions, American Fire Protection Group and
Falcon Fire Systems have all been acquired in the past two months as part of the consolidation push

Source: Alchemy Research Analysis
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Investment Scenario: Selected Deals in the US (2016 -2017 YTD) (1/3)
Date

Target

Acquirer

Target Description

Feb-17

Blue Point Capital Partners

Feb-17
Jan-17
Jan-17
Jan-17
Jan-17

Fire & Life Safety America, Inc.
W. W. Gay Fire & Integrated
Systems, Inc.
Alarm Tech Solutions, LLC
Fire Detection Systems, LLC
Integrated Systems Of Florida, Inc.
Task Force Tips, Inc.
ACAF Systems Inc.

Provides fire protection services
Provides life-safety systems including Sprinklers, Alarm and
Detection
Provides fire alarm, mass notification, gas detection system
Designs, manufactures, and distributes fire alarm systems
Provides fire alarm system, CCTV and other services
Manufactures and offers fire suppression equipment
Provides fire suppression system

Jan-17

United Brass Works, Inc.

Jan-17

Atlas Alarm Corporation

Feb-17

Jan-17
Jan-17

American Fire Protection Group,
Inc.
American Fire Equipment Sales &
Service Corporation

Sciens Building Solutions, LLC
Red Hawk Fire & Security, LLC
Tech Electronics, Inc.
Red Hawk Fire & Security, LLC
Madison Industries
Consilium AB (publ)
Bradford Equities Management,
L.L.C.
American Alarm
CHA Consulting, Inc.
The Hiller Companies, Inc.

Jan-17

Falcon Fire Systems, LLC

ADS Security, L.P.

Dec-16
Dec-16
Nov-16
Nov-16

Tri Comm Security Services Inc.
Ellis Fire Suppression, Inc.
EnSite Solutions, LLC
Advanced Fire And Security, Inc.

Heartland Security Services, LLC
Davis-Ulmer Sprinkler Co., Inc.
Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.
Century Fire Protection, LLC

Oct-16

JBA Consulting Engineers, Inc.

NV5 Global, Inc.

Oct-16

Affiliated Monitoring

Red Hawk Fire & Security, LLC

Oct-16

Tight Security Systems INC.

Owen Security Solutions, Inc.

Sep-16

Solid State Systems

Burtel Security & Fire Systems

20

Offers fire protection products, including sprinkler, valve
Manufactures, installs, monitors, and services burglar and fire
alarm systems
Provides fire protection systems for industrial, commercial,
and residential customers
Provides for special hazards, building fire alarm and
extinguishers
Provides fire detection, fire suppression and other safety
systems
Provide services for fire alarm systems
Provides water based fire sprinkler systems
Provides fire suppression management service
The company is engaged in Fire Alarm Systems Installation
Provides acoustical design consulting in the field of fire and
safety
Provider of monitoring management services to the security
and fire industry
Product range includes fire alarm, smoke and carbon
monoxide detector
Provides Surveillance cameras, Access control systems,
Intrusion alarm
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Investment Scenario: Key Strategic Acquirers
2013
• Security Services
• CrimeWatch
Security

2014
• AFBA Inc.

• The Rja Group

• Westfire Inc

2015
• ProTec Plus

• Nexus Technical
Services
• Erin Engineering

2016
• Sanders Security

• Falcon Fire Systems

• Systems Sales
Corporation

• Alarm Tech
Solutions
• Integrated Systems
of Florida

• Aon Fire Protection

• Commercial
Wireless Systems
• Action Fire Fab
• Atlantic American
Fire
• Equarius
Waterworks
• S&S Fire
• K&M Fire
Suppression System Protection

• Ellis Fire
Suppression

• MOSS Engineering, • Sprinkler
• S. S. Dannaway
Technology Design Associates
Source: Capstone Financials, Capital IQ
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2017

Investment Scenario: Key Financial Investors
Company

Description

Investment details

US based PE firm investing in lower middle-market
manufacturing and business services
US based lower middle market PE investment firm that
invests in industrial, energy services, business services,
technology, media, and health care
US based private investment firm that invests in
manufacturing, and business services

Has invested in Fire & Life Safety America, which is a provider
of fire protection services in Feb 2017
Has invested in Steven Feller P.E, which is a provider of
HVAC, electrical, plumbing, fire sprinkler and life safety
systems in Sep 2016
Has invested in Med-Tech Resource, manufacturer of
firefighter gear and equipment's in April 2013

US based energy services focused PE firm

Has invested in MCC Group, that offers mechanical, electrical
construction, fire alarm systems; intercom and sound
systems in Nov 2015

US based PE firm that invests in Industrial
manufacturing, retail, healthcare and business services

Has invested in Centerra Group, LLC , which is a provider of
security and fire support services to government and
commercial customers in Nov 2014

US based PE firm that invests in business services,
education, environmental services, industrial, niche
manufacturing, transportation and logistics
US based PE firm that invests in energy equipment's and
services, materials, industrials, capital goods, commercial
and professional services
US based PE firm that invests in defence and homeland
security, aerospace, outsourced business services, specialty
packaging and health care
US based PE firm that invests in niche manufacturing,
materials, industrial technology, food and beverage, food
products and packaging

Has invested in JENSEN HUGHES , which provides life safety,
fire protection consulting, engineering and design services in
July 2015
Has invested in Fire & Life Safety America, which is a provider
of fire protection services in July 2015
Has invested in Brooks Equipment Company, which is a
wholesale supplier of fire and safety related products in Aug
2014
Has invested in Kidde Fire Trainers , which designs, installs
and services live fire training simulators.in March 2014

Source: Company Websites
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Market Trends and Outlook
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Trends and Outlook: Technology solutions shaping market contours (2/2)
The use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) to prepare holistic fire protection systems incorporating 3D elements, besides leveraging
technology to minimise casualties and property losses are some key initiatives shaping up the fire protection market

Changes in technology
implementation in
building codes are
driving hardware
changes

• Building codes are actively taking note (as evidenced in the committees of NFPA) on getting technology to
minimise casualties and property loss
o Emphasis on Carbon Monoxide detection systems (which technically are neither fire detection nor
protection systems) signifies the strong case for fire systems minimising loss of life
o For instance, electronic IP-based systems were reviewed for their role in tracking and assessing status of
evacuees in fire incidents
o New circuit classification labelled ‘Class N’ for the use of Ethernet that could possibly lower installation
costs and at the same time ensure easier system updates
o NFPA 72 allowed non-UL listed speakers to be used in acoustically challenged spaces

Synergies with existing
solutions will enable
development of more
comprehensive
solutions

• The conventional solutions available under the broad umbrella of “Building Information Modelling” is expected
to assume an important role in the context of fire protection
o Historically, the use of BIM as a standalone solution of contractors is gradually giving way to a
comprehensive/holistic approach of planning and executing fire protection systems
o A key by-product of the BIM, specific to the fire protection and safety systems, is the integration of 3D in
fire modelling software

Source: Jensen Hughes – Trends Report 2015, TrueCadd
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Trends and Outlook: Retrofits through modular systems to extend life of legacy systems
While system upgrades are long overdue, obsolete modules are being retrofitted to enable continuity for users

Modular solutions
replace obsolete
systems

Regulatory
support

Pay-off between
technological
relevance and cost

• Market for retrofit solutions has technology providers/integrators offering modules to replace obsolete
segments of existing fire protection systems
o Mostly, this pertains to the legacy communication systems. Phone lines are being phased out by several
operators, with the result that many users are concerned about the operational availability of systems
currently in use
o New communication systems being retrofitted, also carry higher levels of assured availability as
compared to the traditional systems
• In select cases, regulations provide the enabling support, through building codes and grants for
implementation of retrofitting programs
o Florida Fire Prevention Code requires high-rise buildings to retrofit fire sprinklers or conduct an
engineered fire safety system
o United States Federal Emergency Management Agency offers a grant to homeowners to elevate their
existing homes; similar approaches are taken by other countries, sometimes by offering tax breaks on
retrofitting investments

• Fire safety devices are evolving from isolated mechanical/electrical devices to constituents of an integrated
security system that needs to interface with multiple devices
o Given the high cost and considerable time required for a full replacement, retrofitting seems to be a
good option to achieve parity between technological relevance and cost considerations

Source: SDM Magazine, LinkedIn
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Trends and Outlook: Vulnerability of the new construction structures has been on a rise
Bigger homes, newer materials and revised norms - all have contributed in varied measures towards more vulnerable structures than
before

Trends

Impact

• The use of synthetic materials, environmentally friendly
products such as engineered lumber products, new design
practices such as building larger homes with high ceiling and
open floor plans have raised the risk of collapse in the event of
fire
• Consequently, industry experts have alluded to the trend of
increasing burn rate effectively meaning faster burning fires
o Firefighters refer to the long-term decline in ‘flashover’
(the point of time when a room reaches particular
temperature so that everything in it combusts) - in the
1970s the flashover time was about an average XX
minutes. Presently it is XX minutes

• There are expectations that the public policy framework may
be coming around to a consensus towards mandating fire
protection systems (sprinkler primarily, but others are included
as well)
o Minneapolis had a majority vote in favour of
mandatory sprinklers in new homes

• Homebuilding has been driven by market dynamics of demand
and supply, even overlooking other important considerations
such as fire risk etc.
o Case in point are California and Texas, which are very
fire prone and yet are the two top ranking states in
terms of number of homes in extreme risk category

• The role of insurance industry may become important in the
sense of setting incentives towards fire protection systems as
well as housing in fire-prone areas
o StateFarm offers XX% discount on premiums - such
incentives can help counterbalance the higher costs of
sprinkler systems in new housing

Source: ProPublica, CBS News, System Sensor Blog
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Trends and Outlook: Residential fire sprinklers uptake on the rise
Policy makers are tightening fire safety norms for single and double family homes, a major contributor to residential structure fires, by
making fire sprinklers mandatory in new builds. Consequently adoption levels have increased, and is likely to continue inspite of
challenges around costs

Increasing regulatory scrutiny
on fire safety in single and
double family homes…

• For the last 20 years; the ambit of the US residential occupancies building codes have been
expanding in the fire protection requirements, especially in the sprinkler segment
o It was initiated with hotels, motels, condominiums and apartments
o In the year 2000, second phase included some townhouses
o All townhouses were included in 2009; and finally extending to include all new homes in 2011
based on local regulations
• A number of states such as Maryland , California and District of Columbia have implemented norms
requiring all new homes to have pre-installed sprinklers

…have led to a sustained
increase in adoption levels of
fire sprinklers…

While only XX% of occupied single and
multi-family homes had sprinklers in 2009,
the corresponding number for occupied
homes between 2008 and 2012, was
much higher at XX%, which highlights a
marked expansion in the market for
sprinklers

…although cost concerns
remain, which can be only
partially mitigated

Source: NFPA, Illinois Realtor
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• Sprinkler systems are expensive to install and maintain and costs are a major cause blocking
adoption on a mass scale; past surveys have shown sprinkler mandates to be quite unpopular among
home buyers
• Discounts up to XX% on fire insurance premiums are available but represent only a small fraction of
the overall cost of the sprinkler system
• Some municipalities offer or are considering offering waivers on development fees as an incentive to
install fire sprinkler systems
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Trends and Outlook: Robust growth forecast for non-residential construction
The non-residential construction sector is a key demand segment for fire safety products and services given that fire safety norms are far
more stringent and mandatorily implemented in comparison to the residential sector. Favourable macroeconomic scenario supports
robust growth forecasts for the non-residential construction market, which in turn will drive demand for fire safety products and services

Forecast (% Change)
2017

2018

Office

XX

XX

Retail & Other Commercial

XX

XX

Hotel

XX

XX

Commercial Total

XX

XX

Health

XX

XX

Education

XX

XX

Religious

-XX

XX

Public Safety

-XX

XX

Amusement & Recreation

XX

XX

Industrial Total

XX

XX

Non-residential Total

XX

XX

• Despite challenges around availability of qualified construction labor,
2016 was deemed to be a successful year with construction spending
growing by XX%
o This has, in turn driven demand for fire safety products, given the
strong correlation of the two markets. Adoption of fire safety
products in non-residential buildings is generally very high on
account of stringent regulatory oversight
• While the overall non-residential construction industry is forecast to slow
down in the short term, growth projections are still healthy at XX% an
XX% in 2017 and 2018 respectively
o Healthcare and education are likely to be the primary demand
drivers experiencing sustained growth
o Commercial construction sectors such as Office and Hotels are
likely to expand significantly but growth will taper off in 2018
• Construction activity is largely influenced by the prevailing political
scenario, with uncertainties being the biggest inhibitor. Construction
activity picked up sharply after the Presidential elections
• Non-residential construction will be influenced by the stance of the
Trump administration in a number of areas namely infrastructure
spending, trade, healthcare (Obamacare Repeal), tax reform,
government regulations, environment and energy policy

Source: AIA
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